BEADWORK

#CZ-SILKY-NT3-p

SILKY TAPERED NET
Triple & Double Bracelet pattern

TRIPLE Tapered Net*
*7-1/2 bracelet is
illustrated inside.

Easy
DOUBLE Tapered Net

SUPPLY LIST for DOUBLE 9 in.:

step-by-step
instructions

SUPPLY LIST for TRIPLE 9 in.:

24 - 6mm 2-hole Silky beads
16 - 6mm 2-hole diagonal Silky beads
28 - 6mm f/p crystals
18 - 6mm f/p crystals
152 - 4mm 'O' beads
106 - 4mm 'O' beads
298 - 8/ seed beads
186 - 8/ seed beads
3 strand tubular clasp
2-strand tubular clasp
beading needle and thread
step-by-step instructions with color photo finish

This is a terrific opportunity to work with 2-hole Czech Silky beads, Os, new
finishes on 6mm f/p crytstals and Matubo seed beads. This modified netting
technique has tapered ends attached to a tubular clasp for a comfortable fit.
Choose to make a double or triple net. 2-hole Silky beads dictate thread path.
Maria M. Rypan is an international designer, instruction book publisher and educator since
1995. She is recognized for her Ukrainian style of beadwork and love of global folk arts.
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BEADWORK

ROW 1

SILKY beads are 2-holed Czech
pressed glass diagonal beads.
The thread path is affected
as you beadweave. Note tips!

T

Cut stringing material 2 yds.(2m) long
Tie a stopper bead with a 12" (30 cm) tail.

Place in
OPPOSITE
direction

fig.1

ROW
2
KNOT

SILKY TAPERED NET BRACELET – ½

fig.3

ROW 1: String 1C through hole, as shown.
fig.1. Add 1D, 3A, 1D, 1B, 1D, 3A, 1D.
String 1C in other direction, as shown.
Repeat five (5) times. On sixth repeat, pass
up through lowest C, as shown. fig.2

ROW
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ROW
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ROW 6

ROW
5
fig.7

ROW 2: String 1D, 3A, 1D, 1B, 1D, 3A, 1D.
Pass up through 2nd Silky hole, as shown.
Repeat four (4) times. Remove stopper
bead. Tie both strings in a double knot,
as shown. fig.3. Pass down through the
previous bead exiting D below crystal.

fig.5

ROW 3: String 3A, 1D, 1C, 1D, 3A, 1D. Pass
down through next 1D, 1B, 1D, as shown.
Repeat four (4) times. To create the lower
edge, string 3A, 1D, 1C, 1D, 3A,1D, 1B, 3A,
1D. Pass up through 2nd Silky hole. fig.4
ROW 4: String 1D, 3A, 1D, 1B, 1D, 3A, 1D.
Pass up through 2nd Silky hole, as shown.
Repeat three (3) times. To create upper edge,
string 1D, 3A, 1D, 1B, 1D, 3A, 1D, 1C, 1D,
3A. Pass down through the 1D, 1B crystal
of previous row. fig.5. Continue down
around and emerge to start Row 5. fig.6
ROW 5: String 3A, 1D, 1C, 1D, 3A.
Pass up through next 1D, 1B, 1D crystal,
as shown. Repeat four (4) times. fig.7
ROW 6: To create the upper edge, string
3A, 1D, 1C, 1D, 3A,1D, 1B, 1D, 3A, 1D and
pass down through 2nd Silky hole.
Continue down around and up Row 5
to complete net. fig 8. See next page for
net clasp attachment instructions.
8/ SEED BEAD (A)

fig.2

fig.4

6mm CRYSTAL (B)
6mm SILKY 2-hole ( C)
(front with ridge
& plain back)

fig.6

'O' beads (D)

.

Place
in OPPOSITE direction
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fig.8

Choose how wide you want
your bracelet: triple or double.
All beads to taper each
variation are drawn, but it is
easier to study step photos for
how to taper the ends and
add tubular clasps.

BEADWORK

TAPERED TRIPLE

SILKY TAPERED NET BRACELET – 2/2
DOUBLE

TAPERING TRIPLE:

TAPERING DOUBLE:

1. Start last row with 1D. Pass
through end Sulky. String 1D,
1A, 1D. Pass through next 1C.
Repeat step for Triple Net.
Finish row with 1D. Photo 1.
2. String 5A and pass through
single 1A between O beads and
Sulky. Repeat step. String 5A
again and pass through entire
previous row and continue up
through first three beads of
the edge. Photo 2.
3. Sting 3A and pass through
the centre of the previous
string of beads. String 3A
more and pass through the
centre bead. Continue down
other edge beads and through
the inside of the tapered net
to reinforce.Photo 3.

1. Start last row with 1D. Pass
through end Silky. String 1D,
1A, 1D. Pass through next 1C.
Finish row with 1D. Photo 4.
Photo 1

Photo 5

2. String 5A and pass through
single 1A between O beads and
Silkies. String 5A again and pass
through the previous row. Photo 5.
3. Sting 3A and pass through
the centre of the previous
string of beads. Continue
down other edge beads and
through the inside of the
tapered net to reinforce.
Photo 6.

Photo 2

Taper the other end.

Photo 6

Taper the other end.

ADD CLASP:
4. Place the tubular clasp next
to the tapered end. Align the
middle loop with the centre bead
of the edge. Pass through inside
the edge and come out to catch
the clasp loop from underneath.
Go up loop and through a
single seed. Repeat attaching
clasp in the same direction for a
professional finish. Continue
inside for another round and
reinforce clasp again.Photo 4.
5. Fold over clasp, as shown in
Photo 8. Line up sliding portion
of tubular clasp properly and
attach clasp. Reinforce.
.

Photo 3
Photo 7

ADD CLASP:
4. Place the tubular clasp
next to the tapered end.
Align the loops with
the centre bead of the edge.
Pass through inside the edge
and come out to catch the
clasp loop from underneath.
Go up loop and through a
single seed. Continue
inside for another round
and reinforce clasp again.
Photo 7
5. Fold over bracelet
as shown. Line up
the sliding portion
of the tubular clasp
properly. Photo 8
Start attaching the
other side of the
clasp from underneath, as shown.

Photo 4

Reinforce.
.
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Photo 8

